
1st dam Flickering SI 83, by Walk Thru Fire. Winner in 2 starts at 2, $3,730. Sister to CHANCE TO FIRE SI 101. Dam of 2 foals of racing age, a 2-year-old and a 3-year-old, 1 to race.

2nd dam Elans Last SI 96, by Separatist. Winner to 3, $11,435. Dam of 10 foals to race, 8 ROM, including—

CHANCE TO FIRE SI 98 (g. by Walk Thru Fire). 6 wins to 4, 2019, $348,986, California Breeders' Sprint S. [R], 2nd Governor's Cup Futurity [R] [G2], Governor's Cup Derby [R] [G3], PCQHRA Breeders' Derby [G3], 3rd Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1], finalist in the Golden State Million Futurity [G1].

NYMPH SI 99 (f. by Foose). 5 wins to 4, $74,260, Corona Chick S., Emma Bug S., Newport Beach S., California Breeders Debutante S. [R], 2nd Autumn H., finalist in the Mildred Vessels H. [G1].

Last Chancer SI 95 (f. by Foose). Winner to 3, $30,062, finalist in the Kindergarten Futurity [G2].

3rd dam Elans Special SI 98, by Special Effort. 11 wins in 22 starts to 4, $1,186,540, All American Futurity [G1], Miss Princess H. [G2], 2nd St Nicholas Express H. [G3], 3rd All American Derby [G1], Rainbow Futurity [G1], Rainbow Derby [G1]. Sister to SPECIAL ELAN SI 98 ($100,831); half sister to REACH TOGETHER SI 101 ($193,261). Out of DASH AGAIN SI 93 ($254,068). Dam of 12 starters, 10 ROM, including—

GOTOTHEMOUNTAIN SI 98 (Raise A Secret). 3 wins to 4, $65,971, California Sires' Cup Futurity [R] [G2], 3rd The Classics Derby [R], fml [G1].

Brubeck SI 99 (Bono Jazz). 4 wins to 4, $54,368, 2nd Jens List California Breeders S. [R] [G3], 3rd Garden Grove S., finalist [R] [G1].

Coded SI 93 (Raise A Secret). Winner at 3, $36,307, 2nd PCQHRA Breeders' Derby [G2], finalist Vessels Maturity [G1].

Make Over SI 87 (Separatist). Placed to 3, $3,325. Dam of NEW LOOK SI 98 ($256,517 [G2]), TOTAL CHANGE SI 96 ($27,243), Renewed SI 97 ($183,498 [G3]), Try Again SI 90 ($46,844 [G3]).

Fervent SI 84 (Separatist). Winner at 2, $6,225. Dam of SWEET TR SI 95 (5 wins in 10 starts, $43,470), In The Faith SI 110.

Lizas Mystique SI 82 (White Tie). Placed. Dam of CATCHMEIN-YOURDREAMS SI 106 (Champion Aged Horse twice, Champion Aged Gelding 3 times, 14 wins to 8, $1,040,929 [G1]), DREAMS FOR LYNDSIE SI 104; granddam of LOOKINGFORAGOODTIME SI 105 ($82,828), FLYINGFORUNCLESAM SI 105 ($42,753), Cashingin- mydreams SI 103 ($87,307 [R] [G3]), The Speedprofessor SI 105 ($83,803).

ENGAGEMENTS: Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., Golden State Million Fut., Governor's Cup Fut. & Derby, PCQHRA Breeders' Fut. & Derby.